Product(s): Trim-Tex Rigid Vinyl Drywall Beads

Description: Trim-Tex Drywall Beads are available in a variety of standard and decorative shapes that include J Beads, L Beads, Pull Away L Bead, Tear Away, Shadow Beads, Reveal Beads, Corner Beads, Bullnose Beads, Chamfer Beads, Archway Corner, Bullnose & Chamfer Beads, Fast Caps and Magic Corner.

Advantages: Comprehensive product line for finishing any drywall detail. Smooth curving arch products that are unmatched by metal beads. Made from rust proof, dent resistant PVC to reduce jobsite and handling damage. Tear Away products feature a unique masking system comprised of tear away fin(s) to protect the adjacent surface from compound and paint. Magic Corner features a patented expansion control to prevent cracking on off angle walls & ceilings. 350 Bull gives you a bullnose finish and installs just like a regular square corner bead.

Limitations: Product is designed for interior use.

Applicable Standards: Rigid PVC products made by Trim-Tex meet ASTM specifications D3678-97, D1784-03, C1047-99 and achieve a Class A rating for flame spread and smoke developed when tested under ASTM E84-10.

Surface Characteristics: Trim-Tex products are made from PVC. PVC does not support combustion and is self extinguishing when the source of flame or heat is removed.

Installation: Set back the drywall for outside corners if required. Install Molded Corners and/or Bull Adapters if required first. Snip the bead to length and dry fit. Install with Trim-Tex 847 SprayAdhesive and ½” divergent staples. Detailed installations instructions are included with each product.

Finishing: To improve the bondability of drywall compounds, textures & plaster products to any bead, use MUD-MAX Drywall Compound Additive. For texture finishes, TEX11 Texture Prep is recommended on beads with exposed PVC surfaces such as Bullnose, Super L Beads and Fast Caps. Priming is not required. Always use a high quality paint.
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